The effect of wing flexibility on sound generation of flapping wings.
In this study, the unsteady flow and acoustic characteristics of a three-dimensional (3D) flapping wing model of a Tibicen linnei cicada in forward-flight are numerically investigated. A single cicada wing is modelled as a membrane with a prescribed motion reconstructed from high-speed videos of a live insect. The numerical solution takes a hydrodynamic/acoustic splitting approach: the flow field is solved with an incompressible Navier-Stokes flow solver based on an immersed boundary method, and the acoustic field is solved with linearized perturbed compressible equations. The 3D simulation allows for the examination of both the directivity and frequency compositions of the flapping wing sound in a full space. Along with the flexible wing model, a rigid wing model that is extracted from real motion is also simulated to investigate the effects of wing flexibility. The simulation results show that the flapping sound is directional; the dominant frequency varies around the wing. The first and second frequency harmonics show different radiation patterns in the rigid and flexible wing cases, which are demonstrated to be highly associated with wing kinematics and loadings. Furthermore, the rotation and deformation in the flexible wing is found to help lower the sound strength in all directions.